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Abstract
Trends related to digitisation and convergence have led to the emergence of various highly
sophisticated advertising formats. Advertisers who traditionally distributed their commercial
messages through mostly national mass media platforms now increasingly distribute
commercial content through a variety of emerging digital platforms, networks and devices.
As such, commercial messages on traditional media, such as television, are extended to
techniques such as digital TV overlays, clickable banners or pop-ups and brand presence on
social media. These advertising formats are characterised by a specific feature: the
advertising content (i.e. the persuasive, commercial message), is often embedded into the
non-promotional media content (i.e. entertainment, information) in a more or less
integrated manner. In other words, in these advertising strategies, the link between
advertising, information and media content is increasingly blurred. This absence of a clear
distinction between the editorial and promotional content seems to be contrary to the
specific legal requirement set forth in European and national regulatory instruments, i.e.
that ‘audiovisual commercial communications shall be readily recognisable as such’
(Audiovisual Media Services Directive). Fundamental questions raise as to (1) whether the
explicit identification and separation principles need to be revisited against the continuously
changing advertising and media landscape and (2) how this (whether positive or negative)
could be implemented in practice. The paper intends to address both questions. In essence,
it will examine the impact of the embedded nature of new advertising strategies on the
legally required separation between editorial and commercial content and, more in
particular, the legal requirement to ensure ‘recognisable audiovisual commercial
communication’. The origins of these concepts and their key elements will be examined in
detail and applied to various concrete advertising formats. Next, the implementation in
national legislation and a number of decisions of media regulators will be analysed in order
to assess how the principles are interpreted in practice. Finally, the paper will explore
European developments in this area.
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